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Children take great pleasure in listening to stories, and there are 
some terrific books on CD . You'll find that these books not only 
provide you with an occasional break from reading (and rereading the 
same stories again and again); they also enrich your child's multi-
sensory experiences with books.

Hearing a book read on CD helps a child see how the words on the 
page can come alive in a fluid, expressive way. It helps her focus on 
the sounds of words read without interruption and provides a model 
of fluent reading. Audio books also give her an important introduction 
to listening â€” a skill that she must master in order to learn to read.
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Spiderwick Chronicles - by Tony DiTerlizzi and Holly Black- Audio 
Book CD Read by Mark Hamill Unabridged Spiderwick Chronicles - by 
Tony DiTerlizzi and Holly Black- Audio Book CD Brand New 5 CDs 5.5 
Hours - Unabridged It all started with a mysterious letter left at a tiny 
bookstore for authors Tony DiTerlizzi and Holly Black. Its closing 
lines: “We just want people to know about this. The stuff that has 
happened to us could happen to anyone.” Little could they imagine 
the remarkable adventure that awaited them as they followed Jared 
Simon and Mallory Grace and a strange old book into a world filled 
with elves goblins dwarves trolls and a fantastical menagerie of other 
creatures click here.....

●     Listen on Audiobook

 

 

 
We're Going on a Bear Hunt - Listen and Join In! - by Michael Rosen 
Get other Children's Audio Books CD click here We're Going on a Bear 
Hunt - Listen and Join In! - Audio book CD Brand New (still shrink 
wrapped): 1 CDs We're going on a bear hunt. We're going to catch a 
big one.What a beautiful day! We're not scared. We're not scared!
Ready for some fun? Come along! We're Going on a Bear Hunt 
written by Michael Rosen with Music by Billy Gibson performed by 
Brian Blessed and Imelda Saunton. Description: With a reading of the 
story songs and story based activities Listen and Join In! provides a 
whole new story experience that will entertain and delight young 
listeners. About the Autho more details.....

●     Baby Guide Teach CD Audio Teaching Spanish

 

 
Teach Your Baby Spanish Audio CD and teaching guide More Spanish 
Language Learning click here Teach Your Baby Spanish Audio CD and 
Teaching Guide Brand New : . 1 CD Teach Your Baby Spanish helps 
your child learn more than one language during the crucial window of 
opportunity: The first three years of life! Teaching counting colours 
body parts animals clothes and more Teach Your Baby Spanish 
focuses on concepts and objects which infants can comprehend 
instead of abstractions like time or social greetings. Teach Your Baby 
Spanish helps stimulate a baby's neural pathways build vocabulary 
and develop innate grammar understanding - in more than one 
language! Children learn multiple languages more more details.....

●     http://ccb.lis.uiuc.edu/
●     http://www.det.wa.edu.au/education/cmis/eval/fiction/bookweek/

●     Sales and Selling Audio 

CD

●     Ian Gawler Audio CD
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●     http://www.scbwiaustralia.org/
●     Children Learn speak CDs Italian Book

 

 

 
Italian for Children Activity Book CDs and Parents CD Other Learn to 
Speak Italian Audio click here Italian for Children Activity Book 2 
Program Audio CDs 1 Parents Audio CD Brand New Includes A Full 
Color Activity Book (80 pages)- A complete Language Course A wide 
range of Activities Games Italian-language songs the cartoon 
adventures of Supergatto Stimulating Program CDs - Numerous -
activities drawn from the activity book additional activities created 
especially for the CD the songs for all the units each exciting episode 
of Supergatto. Parents/Instructors CD - Tips for helping children get 
the most out of the program Additional games and activities All the 
program songs collected together click here.....

●     TAPE Goblet Potter NEW Harry book Audio

 

 

 
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire by J.K. Rowling (Read by Jim 
Dale) Audio Book TAPE Get Other Harry Potter Audio Books click here 
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire by J.K. Rowling - AudioBook 
Cassette TAPE Brand New (still shrink wrapped): Unabridged. 20 
hours 12 Tapes The fourth book opens as Frank Bryce the Riddle 
manor's elderly caretaker who had been questioned by local police for 
murder of the Riddles over fifty years ago sees lights inside the 
abandoned mansion. Investigating he overhears Lord Voldemort and 
Peter Pettigrew (Wormtail) plotting the death of Harry Potter. Frank is 
discovered and slain by Voldemort's Avada Kedavra though the Dark 
Lord is only referred to as "Th more details.....

●     Jim

 

 

 
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows by J.K. Rowling (Read by Jim 
Dale) Audio Book CD Get Other Harry Potter Audio Books click here 
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows by J.K. Rowling - AudioBook CD 
Brand New (still shrink wrapped): Unabridged. 17CDs (from 
Wikipedia) Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows is the seventh and 
final book in the Harry Potter series of novels by J. K. Rowling. The 
book title was announced on 21 December 2006 via a special 
Christmas-themed "hangman" puzzle on Rowling's website and 
confirmed shortly afterwards by the book's publishers. Rowling has 
stated that the final volume relates so closely to the previous book in 
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the series Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Pri more.....
●     Philip NEW CD Materials Knife (His Pullman Book AudioBook II) 

Dark

 

 

 
The Subtle Knife Part II of His Dark Materials Trilogy the sequel to 
The Golden Compass - by Philip Pullman Unabridged Get the Golden 
Compass (also know as Northern Lights) here - The Amber Spyglass 
is here The Subtle Knife Part II of His Dark Materials Trilogy - by 
Philip Pullman Brand New 8 CDs 8.9 Hours - Performed by the Author 
and a full cast The Subtle Knife is the second part of the trilogy that 
began with The Golden Compass. That first book was set in a world 
like ours but different. This book begins in our own world. In The 
Subtle Knife readers are introduced to Will Parry a young boy living in 
modern-day Oxford England. Will is only twelve years old but he 
bears the responsibilit find out more.....

●     (Big Dahl Roald NEW Audiobook Friendly BFG

 

 

 
The BFG by Roald Dahl Get other Roald Dahl Audio Books CD click 
here Get other Children's Audio Books CD click here Brand New 
Unabridged 4CDs 4 Hours The Big Friendly Giant Audiobook writen by 
Roald Dahl and performed by Natasha Richardson. Description 
Kidsnatched from her orphanage by a BFG (Big Friendly Giant) who 
spends his life blowing happy dreams to children Sophie concocts 
with him a plan to save the world from nine other man-gobbling 
cannybull giants. The BFG is one of Dahl's most loveable character 
creations. Whether galloping off with Sophie nestled into the soft skin 
of his ear to capture dreams as though they were exotic butterflies; 
speaking his delightful jumbled squib-fang find out more.....

●     andGiant CD Peach Books Dahl James Audio

 

 

 
James and the Giant Peach By Roald Dahl - Performed by Jeremy 
Irons Other Roald Dahl Audio Books click here James and the Giant 
Peach by Roald Dahl Audio Book CD Brand New : (still shrink 
wrapped) Unabridged 2.5 hours 3 CDs A little magic can take you a 
long way. When James Henry Trotter accidentally drops some magic 
crystals by the old peach tree strange things start to happen. The 
peach at the top of the tree begins to grow and before long it's as big 
as a house. Then James discovers a secret entranceway into the fruit 
and when he crawls inside he meets a bunch of marvelous oversized 
friends - Old Green-Grasshopper Centipede Ladybug Miss Spider and 
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more. After years of feeling like an outs extra info.....
●     Audio

 

 

 
Winnie-the-Pooh - A A Milne - Performed by Peter Dennis Pooh 
Classics Volume 1 Unabridged Winnie the Pooh - A.A. Milne - Audio 
Book CD Brand New (still shrink wrapped) 3 CDs 3 Hours 
UnAbridged: Come with us to an enchanted place a forest where 
Winnie-the-Pooh lived with Piglet Rabbit Owl Eeyore Kanga and Little 
Roo. The stories are about Christopher Robin and these good 
companions having wonderful times getting in and out of trouble. It is 
all very exciting and really quite thrilling no matter how young or old 
you may be. Blackstone Audiobooks presents from the unabridged 
collection “A.A. Milne’s Pooh Classics ” the ten stories of Winnie-the-
Pooh performed by Peter Dennis find out more.....

●     J Peter Pan DK

 

 
DK - Peter Pan - J.M. Barrie - NEW Audiobook Get other Children's 
Audio Books CD click here Peter Pan the classic story written by J.M. 
Barrie and read by Dawn French. Includes Audiobook and an 
accompanying illustrated eyewitness guide with facts photographs 
and illustrations. Description -Music and sound effects bring the story 
to life. -The included book is beautifully illustrated by Chris Molan. -
Perfect for the car at home or in school. -Audio CD has over 60 
minutes of audio recording. Presents the adventures of Peter Pan--
the young boy who refuses to grow up--and the three children who 
follow him to Neverland as they encounter the Lost Boys Indians and 
a fierce gang of pirates led by find out more.....

●     CD Miserables Dramatised

 

 
Les Miserables by Victor Hugo Audio Drama Get Other Classic Audio 
Books CD click here Les Miserables - Victor Hugo - Audio Drama CD 
Brand New : Audio Drama 3 Audio CDs 169 minutes - not 
recommended for children under 8 The story that has thrilled millions 
comes to life in a brand new way in Focus on the Family Radio 
Theatre’s Les Miserables. This audio drama beautifully portrays the 
redeeming power of forgiveness through the story of Jean Valjean an 
embittered convict whose life is changed by a single act of kindness. 
Recorded in London with some of England’s finest actors it will 
mesmerize adults and families alike. About the Author Victor Hugo 
Victor-Marie Hugo (26 February 180 extra info.....

●     Drama Narnia Chronicles
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The Chronicles of Narnia - Prince Caspian Audio Drama CD Get Other 
Chronicles of Narnia Audio Books click here The Chronicles of Narnia - 
Prince Caspian - Audio Drama CD Brand New (still shrink wrapped) 
3CDs 200 minutes - This is an audio drama with actors - not a 
reading of the book The fourth in the series of dramas faithfully 
adapted from C.S. Lewis' The Chronicles of Narnia this enchanting 
audio drama tells the tale of an evil king who threatens the life of 
Narnia's rightful king - the young Prince Caspian. Recorded in London 
with some of England's finest actors and utilizing film-style sound 
design and a rich musical score Prince Caspian creates an imaginative 
world that will inspire li more.....

●     NEW Book

 

 

 
Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban by J.K. Rowling Get Other 
Harry Potter AudioBooks click here Harry Potter and the Prisoner of 
Azkaban - J.K. Rowling Audio Book CD Brand New : Unabridged. 11.8 
hours 10CDs J. K. Rowling's third book opens with Harry Potter 
enduring another summer at the Dursleys' which is broken only by a 
news report about an escaped convict Sirius Black and a visit from 
Vernon's sister Marge. When Marge viciously insults Harry's family he 
loses his temper and inflates her causing her to float away. Furious 
and distressed Harry decides to run away. After a bad scare when 
Harry believes he sees a black dog staring at him from a clump of 
bushes the Knight Bus appears more details.....

●     book NEW Order Potter Harry CD ofPhoenix

 

 

 
Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix by J K Rowling Get other 
Harry Potter AudioBooks click here Harry Potter and the Order of the 
Phoenix - J.K. Rowling Audio Book CD Brand New (still shrink 
wrapped): Unabridged. 23 hours 23CDs Several weeks into the 
summer Harry Potter has heard nothing from his friends or 
acquaintances from the wizard world. Finding himself walking down a 
street with his cousin Dudley the two of them are attacked by a pair 
of Dementors. Harry drives them off with a Patronus Charm and is 
surprised to learn that the Dursleys' elderly next-door neighbour 
Arabella Figg is a Squib and has been keeping an eye on him on 
Albus Dumbledore’s orders. On returning home he more 
information.....

●     Winnie MILNE A NEW Are Pooh Book Six Classic Audio Now
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Now We Are Six - A A Milne Performed by Peter Dennis Pooh Classics 
Volume 4 Now We Are Six - A A Milne Performed by Peter Dennis 
Brand New (still shrink wrapped) 1 CD 1 Hours Unabridged: 
Blackstone Audiobooks presents from the unabridged collection �A.A. 
Milne�s Pooh Classics � the thirty-five poems and verses from Now We 
Are Six both performed by Peter Dennis. This is the only reading of 
these delightful verses authorized by A.A. Milne�s son Christopher 
Robin. Endorsements for Now We Are Six "Congratulations on your 
outstanding contribution to children and their families. The sort of 
growth your work inspires speaks for emotional ethical and character 
development. My personal good wishes! more here.....

●     NEW Collection CD

 

 
The Roald Dahl Audio Collection Charlie and the Chocolate Factory 
James and the Giant PeachFantastic Mr. Fox The Enormous Crocodile 
The Magic Finger Other Childrens Audio Books click here Other Roald 
Dahl Audio Books click here The Roald Dahl Audio Collection Audio 
Book CD Charlie and the Chocolate Factory /James and the Giant 
Peach/Fantastic Mr. Fox The Enormous Crocodile/The Magic Finger 
Brand New : (still shrink wrapped) Abridged 3.5 hours 4 CDs Roald 
Dahl’s hilarious and outrageous novels have made him one of the 
most popular children’s authors of all time. Here the author himself 
brings five of his wickedly funny stories to life: Charlie and the 
Chocolate Factory: Willy Wonk more information.....

●     Activty Book Children

 

 
Spanish for Children Activity Book CDs and Parents CD Other Learn to 
Speak Spanish Audio click here Spanish for Children Activity Book 2 
Program Audio CDs 1 Parents Audio CD Brand New Includes A Full 
Color Activity Book (80 pages)- A complete Language Course A wide 
range of Activities Games Spanish-language songs the cartoon 
adventures of Supergato Stimulating Program CDs - Numerous -
activities drawn from the activity book additional activities created 
especially for the CD the songs for all the units each exciting episode 
of Supergato Parents/Instructors CD - Tips for helping children get 
the most out of the program Additional games and activities All the 
program songs collected together th click here.....

●     Audio Eragon) Paolini NEW (sequel Christopher book CD Eldest
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Eldest by Christopher Paolini (read by Gerard Doyle) in CD Format. 
Sequel to Eragon Unabridged - most versions being sold are Abridged 
8 CDs Eragon Movie was released December 14th 2006 Eldest by 
Christopher Paolini AudioBook CD Brand New (still shrink 
wrapped): .20 CDs A sensational avalanche of shifting political 
alliances unexpected bombshells and intense relationships races 
through this gripping fast-paced sequel to the phenomenal bestseller 
ERAGON (which was written when Christopher Paolini was just a 
teenager). The Varden's struggle to end the reign of the villainous 
King Galbatorix continues as they and their numerous allies prepare 
to fight the Empire for control of Alagaesia. Still more details.....

●     Potter Prince Audio NEW

 

 

 
Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince by J.K. Rowling (Read by Jim 
Dale) Audio Book TAPE Get Other Harry Potter Audio Books click here 
Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince by J.K. Rowling - AudioBook 
Cassette TAPE Brand New (still shrink wrapped): Unabridged. 19 
hours 12 Cassettes As Voldemort and his Death Eaters openly wreak 
havoc throughout Britain Minister for Magic Cornelius Fudge has been 
forced to resign following public outcry over his mishandling the 
situation. Before he leaves office he pays a visit to the Muggle Prime 
Minister of the United Kingdom to warn him that events occurring in 
the magical world are now having an effect on the Muggle world and 
that things are going pre more information.....

●     Baby's Teach

 

 

 
Baby's First Words in Spanish Teach Your Child Spanish Get Other 
Spanish Language Learning click here Baby's First Words in Spanish 
Book and CD - Newborn to 2 Years Expand Your Child's Mind and 
Horizons with a Second Language! Reccomended for babies and 
toddlers up to 2 years of age. Brand New - Still in Original Packaging 
Before they focus in on their native language babies have an amazing 
ability to hear and absorb sounds that adults unconsciously block out 
like the subtleties of a foreign language. "Baby's First Words in 
Spanish" is an introduction to the sounds of Spanish and locks in a 
child's ability to learn these sounds. Created by linguistic experts 
"Baby's First Words more.....

●     Childrens learning Me French
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Teach Me French - Deluxe A Musical Journey through the Day Get 
Other French Language Learning Audio Books click here Teach Me 
French - Audio CD and teaching guide Brand New 1 CDs Booklet and 
teaching guide The Teach Me... series includes a delightfully 
illustrated book with song lyrics and translations in English. For 
children ages 2 and up. 21 Favourite Songs Including: -Are You 
Sleeping -Twinkle Twinkle Little Star -The Wheels on the Car -Dinner 
is Delicious -Days of the Week -Head Shoulders Knees Toes ...and 
many more! Since 1985 the Teach Me... series has been embraced by 
teachers parents and children alike because of its innovative inviting 
and fun approach to foreign language learning. more.....
Â Â Â Â 

 
Many books on CD have interesting sound effects, music, and 
multiple narrators that are especially motivating and fun for young 
children. Narrators on CD tend to embellish their storytelling with silly 
voices and dramatic enhancements. They emphasize reading as a 
source of pleasure rather than a skill, and make children eager to 
learn how to read. Beyond their sheer enjoyment of audio books, 
children also develop a sense of narrative structure and 
understanding of language. Stories on CD help them to grasp the rich 
and various ways in which language distills and conveys meaning. In 
addition, exposing your child to a range of narrators and their 
different styles of reading will deepen his grasp of the reading 
process.

Teachers often set up a listening center so that two to four children 
can listen to the same book at the same time. This can provide a 
wonderful opportunity for children to hear their favorite books read 
aloud again and again. The more they listen, the greater the 
likelihood that they will learn new vocabulary words. And, when 
listening with a special friend, the opportunities for playing creatively 
and acting out parts of the story are endless.

 

There is some debate on what constitutes children's literature. Most 
broadly, the term applies to books that are actually selected and read 
by children. Conversely, the term is often restricted to books various 
authorities determine are "appropriate" for children, such as 
teachers, professional reviewers, literary scholars, parents, 
publishers, librarians, bookstore personnel, and the various book-
award committees. Anderson defines children's literature as all books 
written for children, "excluding works such as comic books, joke 
books, cartoon books, and nonfiction works that are not intended to 
be read from front to back, such as dictionaries, encyclopedias, and 
other reference material".In addition to genres--such as traditional 
literature, fiction, fantasy, biography, informational, and poetry--
books can also be categorized by their various formats, such as 
picture books, easy-to-read books, illustrated books, chapter books, 
hardcover books, paperback books, grocery store books, and series 
books. There is considerable controversy on whether grocery store 
(particularly merchandise) books are considered literature. Included 
in this debate are comic books and graphic novels. 
 
 
One example of this is Mark Twain's Huckleberry Finn, throughout 
which the word "nigger" is used liberally. Many people feel that the 
word's racist and discriminatory connotations make it unacceptable to 
use anywhere, and particularly in a book aimed at children. Others, 
however, claim that to call the book racist because of this usage is to 
miss its point; Huckleberry Finn shows an admirable black character 
who becomes the voice of reason for a cast-off urchin and a middle-
class white boy. Peter Hollindale, the educator and literary critic, 
applauded the book as "one of the greatest anti-racist texts of all 
time" and T. S. Eliot called it a "masterpiece".
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Parents wishing to protect their children from the unhappier aspects 
of life often find the traditional fairy tales, nursery rhymes and other 
voyages of discovery problematic, because often the first thing a 
story does is remove the adult influence, leaving the central 
character to learn to cope on his or her own: prominent examples of 
this include Snow White, Hansel and Gretel, Bambi and A Series of 
Unfortunate Events. Many regard this as necessary to the story; after 
all, in most cases the whole point of the story is the characters' 
transition into adulthood.

While most children's literature is specifically written for children, 
many classic books that were originally intended for adults are now 
commonly thought of as works for children, including Mark Twain's 
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. Conversely, some works of fiction 
originally written or marketed for children are also read and enjoyed 
by adults, such as Phillip Pullman's The Amber Spyglass, and Mark 
Haddon's The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night, both of which 
received the Whitbread Award, which is typically awarded to adult 
novels. Also included are the works of J. K. Rowling and Shel 
Silverstein. Additionally, the Nobel Prize for literature has also been 
given to authors who made great contributions to children's 
literature, such as Selma LagerlÃ¶f and Isaac Bashevis Singer. Often 
no consensus is reached whether a given work is best categorized as 
adult or children's literature, and many books are marketed for both 
adults and children/young adults. 
 
There are a number of problems inherent in defining a class of books 
as "childrenâ€™s literature": For example, much of what is commonly 
regarded as "classic" children's literature speaks on multiple levels, 
and as such is able to be enjoyed by both adults and children. For 
example, many people will reread Alice's Adventures in Wonderland 
or The Wind in the Willows as adults and appreciate aspects of each 
that they failed to notice when they read the books as children. Many 
critics regard such multiplicity as having drawbacks, however; an 
adult may see the darker themes of a book and deem it unsuitable 
for children, despite the fact that such themes will likely be lost on 
younger readers. 
 
 
Another type of children's literature is work written by children, such 
as The Young Visiters by Daisy Ashford (aged 9) or the juvenilia of 
Jane Austen or Lewis Carroll, written to amuse brothers and sisters. 
 
An attempt to identify the characteristics shared by works called 
"children's literature" leads to some good general guidelines that are 
generally accepted by experts in the field. No one rule is perfect, 
however, and for every identifying feature there are many 
exceptions, as well as many adult books that share the characteristic. 
(For further discussion, see Hunt 1991: 42-64, Lesnik-Oberstein 
1996, Huck 2001: 4-5.) 
 
Publishers have attempted to further break down children's literature 
into subdivisions appropriate for different ages. In the United States, 
current practice within the field of children's books publishing is to 
break children's literature into pre-readers, early readers, chapter 
books, and young adults. This is roughly equivalent to the age groups 
0-5, 5-7, 7-11 (sometimes broken down further into 7-9 and pre-
teens), and books for teenagers. However, the criteria for these 
divisions are just as vague and problematic as the criteria for defining 
children's books as a whole. One obvious distinction is that books for 
younger children tend to contain illustrations, but picture books which 
feature art as an integral part of the overall work also cross all genres 
and age levels (as can be seen with the Caldecott Honor Book Tibet: 
Through the Red Box, by Peter Sis, which has an adult implied 
reader). As a general rule the implied reader of a children's or young 
adult book is 1-3 years younger than the protagonist. (Counter 
example: Orson Scott Card's Ender's Game, not necessarily written 
for children, but co-opted by a child and young-adult audience.) 
 
Anderson suggests that literary elements should be found throughout 
all of children's literature. These important elements include 
characters, point of view, setting, plot, theme, style, and tone. 
 
Anderson states that there are "several common themes in traditional 
literature" they follow along the lines of "Triumph of good over evil, 
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trickery, hero's quest, reversal of fortune, and small outwitting the 
big," "Because one of the purposesof folklore was to transmit cultural 
values and beliefs, the theme is uaually quite apparent."

 
 
 
 

Economical Christmas Gift ideas for families, kids, mums, dads. Gifts 
to New South Wales (NSW) Queensland (Qld) Victoria (Vic) South 

Australia (SA) Western Australia (WA) Northern Territory (NT) 
Auctralian Capital Territorty (ACT) Norfolk Island .Sydney Melbourne 
Brisbane Canberra Perth Adelaide Geelong Bendigo Albury-Wodonga 
Wollongong Central Coast Newcastle Port Macquarie Coffs Harbour 
Northern Rivers Gold Coast Towoomba Sunshine Coast Wide Bay 
Capricorn Coast Mackay Townsville Cairns Hobart and Launceston 

Darwin. 
 

Christmas presents for males and females as well as mum or dad. How 
about a great gifts for your brother or your sister, even if they are a 

toddler or baby. Guys or gals need to think up some unique christmas 
gift ideas.Think of new retail Xmas gifts for your boyfriend or maybe 
girlfriend whether they are  young old or just middle-aged. Need a 
Christmas gift idea for woman or maybe women, if you are a man. 

Men often search for gift ideas for wife and their lover while thinking of 
their husband or partner. Don't forger teenage girls who love 

christmas gifts, a or teenage boy who might love a new game. 
Christmas gift ideas for 

16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35 and 
36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56 

and 57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72 and 
73,74,75,76,77,78,79,80,81,82,83,84,85,86 and 87,88,89,90,91 and 

92,93,94,95,96 and 97,98,99 year old woman , female.

adelaide shop for sale   big brand gps garmin navman tomtom 
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